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CONTROL INTERFACE ADDRESSES BARRIERS THAT IMPEDE
INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY PRODUCTIVITY AND OVERALL PROFITABILITY
SCADASLTM Control Interface by Ellis
ITASCA, IL, April 11, 2018 – ELLIS Corporation, an industry leader in laundry products and water systems, has
launched the companies’ latest, groundbreaking innovation, the SCADA control platform. The first of its kind
HMI/SCADA Control Interface platform available to the industrial laundry industry. Now available on the Ellis Side
Loading washer extractors, the SCADA control reaches a new level of sophistication in machine controls and user
interface.
SCADA’s break-through engineering and design technology, provides a modern-day, simple to navigate touchscreen
interface. With a quick screen glance or simple finger touch/scroll, operators and plant management can precisely
monitor, control, and visualize every aspect of the machine’s function. The control offers schematics, visual
self-diagnostics, 1-2-3 and 4 level troubleshooting, preventative maintenance alarms, maintenance tracking,
training videos, a complete digital manual, production reporting, a 24/7 remote access option and much, much more.
“Our team has worked very hard to change the game of what customers now have available in a control interface.
We have paired Cutting-edge design engineering with simple, operator-friendly features, to increase equipment
effectiveness and create accountability at the machine level of maintenance staff. We are very excited to roll it out
to all of our product lines.” Says Bob Fesmire, President of Ellis.
ABOUT ELLIS CORPORATION —
SCADA SLTM Control Interface is a registered trademark of the ELLIS Corp., an Itasca, Illinois-based industrial laundry
products and Water Solutions company founded in 1898. They are a recognized industry leader with a reputation
for developing new product innovations/manufacturers with unparalleled level of service for heavy-duty
commercial laundries including, hospitality, healthcare, and textile industries. They are dedicated to providing
flagship innovative solutions that save clients work and money, with products that out-perform the competition
in efficiency and dependability and cost savings.
Visit www.ellislaundry.com for more information.
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